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I Phonetics (5points)
Directions: In each of the following groups of words, there are four underlined letters or
letter combinations marked A,B,C and D. Compare the underlined parts and identify the one
that is different from the others in others in pronunciation. lark your answer by blackening
the corresponding letter on the Answer Sheet.
1. alive aware agent attract
2. four hour sour our
3. past fast grandson reason(s 发 z)
4. lunch stomach touch speech
5. bomb tomb climb
II. Vocabulary and Structure(15points)
Directions: There are 15 incomplete sentences in this section, For each sentence there are
four choices marked AB,C and D. Choose one answer that best completes the sentence and
blacken the corresponding letter on the Answer Sheet.
11. The word will be different, and we have to be prepared to to the change
A. argee B.turn C.adapt D.move
12. Not only the students but also their foreign teacher watching romantic man’es
A.enjoy B.enjoys C.to enjoy D.enjoying
13.The major asid that the development would not have any bay upon wild life in
the area.
A.effect B.image C.result D.power
14.John has no idea this boy has been following him all the way.
A.what B.when C.where D.why
15.The committee insisted that the proposal with out delay
A.be disscussed B.to be discussed Cis discussed D.is to be disscussed
16. You B hand in your paper on Monday or you will lose 10 percent of your final score.
17 .The university's academic board will C this issue first before decision
18. She had been taking singsing lessons since she was a child and was D in winning the
competition .
A.confident B. proud C. good D.capable
19.The girl spent as much time in watching TV as she D in studying.
A.does B.had C.was D.did
20.An estimated 50,000 farmers B the new method by the end of this year.
A.are adopting B.have adopted C.will have adopted D.have been adopting

Directions :For each blank in the following passage , there are four choices marked A.B.C and
D. Choose the one that is most suitable and mark your answer by blackening the
corresponding letter on the Answer Sheet.

who have the deeper sense of smell ,dogs or humans? most of us would 1(21)the dogs
nose is much more sensitive than man's .After all ,dogs are used to(22)The(23) is that your
nose is probably as sensitive as any dogs (24), you were trained to use your nose(25),And
since your brain is much better than the dogs you would be much (26) to fool than a dog



would be. If you wanted (27) some one's smell ,you would have to call about(28).your hand
and knees with your nose to the(29).in its own way ,however .your nose is as sensitive to (30)
smells as your ear employ profession is the softest of sounds . most wine companies all
tasters (31) the quality of their products these to stars take very small amounts of the (32)
and roar it around in their mouths while (33) chewing movements . this "mouthing" of the
liquid forces the win up the back entrance to the masala place (34) smells can best be
caught .If the wine they may hold (35)
B21.A.remind B.believe C.persuade D.doubt
A22.A.track B.down C 无 D 无
C23.A.reason B.science C.truth D.rule
A24.A.if B.as C.although D.uless
B25.Afreely B.propely C.willdly D.slowly
B26.A.stronger B.smarter C.wildly D.slowly
B27.A.cover B.follow C.cant D.leave
D28.A.in B.above C.on D.for
D29.A.soic B. earth C.land D.ground
D30.A.faint B.strong C.thick D.thin
D 31.A.change B.keep C.release D .judge
C32.A .coffee B.juice C .alcohol
C33.A .mastening B.processing C.making D.producing
B34A.which B.where c.how D .why
A35.A .approvingly B .adly C.gratefully D .reluctanttly
IV .Reading Comprehension(60 points)
Directions:There are five reading passages in this part. Each passage is
followed by four questions. For each question there arc four suggestions answers marked
ABC and D.Choose the best answer and blacken the corresponding letter on the Answer
Sheet.
Passage One
36-39
Passage Two
40-43
Passage Three
首句 : Many years ago,when I was working in a school in Buenos Aires 尾句 : Without
noticing it,we did a lot of practice in oral and written English.
44.What made the teaching of Macbeth a worrying task
A The story is very boring
B The teacher hadn't rend the play
C Shakespeare's language is difficult
D The students hadn't watched the play
45.When did the language of Macbeth start to be dealt with?
46.What surprised the teacher greatly?
47.What can be learned from the teaching practice in the passage?
Passage Four
48.What do adolescent animals and human teenagers have in common?



A.They like to stay in the nest for safely
B.They are interested in the adult world a
C.They are good at gathering information
D.They tend to take risks to gain experience
49.What is found in Steinberg's experiments about peer pressure?
50.Which of the following is closest in meaning to "socialize" in Paragraph2?
51.Why did Natterson-Horowitz and Bowers write the book?
Passage Five
首句 : Americans like to be straight forward when it comes to getting to know someone.
民句: so whatever your professional or leisure interest,find a group and get involved.
52.What would Americans most probably do when they meet a European?()
A. They would correct his English accent
B .They would hear his opinion of America
C .They would inquire about Europe's health system
D .They would boast about their European ancestors
53.According to the writer,what should a European do to get along with Americans?
A. Join their groups
B .Set up a club for them
C. Talk about their history
D. Keep them at a distance
54.What is the writer's attitude towards Americans?
A .In different
B .Objective
C . Critical
D .Disappointed
55. What is the best title for the passage?
A. Working with Europeans
B. Finding out Americans' Passions
C. Getting to know Americans
D. Learning about European cultures
V.Daily Conversation(15points)
Directions:Pick out appropriate expressions from the eight choices below and complete the
following dialogue by blackening the corresponding letter on the Answer Sheet.
56
57
58
59
60
Vl. Writing(25points)
Directions:For this part,you are supposed to write an e-mail in about 100-120 words based
on the following situation.Remember to write it clearly.

My favorite photo
要求:拍照地点和时间、照片中的人物和景物、喜欢这张照片的原因范文:



I hope this email finds you well. I wanted to share with you one of my favorite photos
that holds a special place in my heart.

The photo was taken during trip to Paris last summer. It was captured at the iconic Eiffel
Tower ,just as the sun was setting behind it, creating a breathtaking backdrop. In the photo, I
am standing alongside my best friend , both of us beaming with joy any excitement .

What makes this photo so special to me is the combination of iron architecture and the
precious memories it holds .The Eiffel Tower represents the beauty and romance of Paris,
and being able to experience it with my closest friend made it even more memorable. Every
time I look at this photo, it transports me back to that magical moment, reminding me of the
incredible adventures we shared together. I just wanted to share this photo and the story
behind it with you. I hope it brings a smile to your face, just as it does to mine. Let's plan our
own adventure soon and create more unforgettable memories together !


